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TOTAL CUSTOMIZATION

You desire, we make it happen.
Simple as that.

We making our furniture with you in mind. Our primary concern, 
other than to make your space beautiful, is to create furniture 
which primarily serve the purpose for which they manufactured.

Our entire furniture range can be adapted according to the needs 
of your space and taste. We are also capable to create furniture 
or all kinds of custom wooden products, literally from scratch.

V
alues such as quality, el-

egance, functionality, guide 
and inspire us not only to cre-

ate a complete series of prod-
ucts which covers every needs, 

but also a unique brochure which 
imprints our whole philosophy. 

This gives you the opportunity 
to get the most out of your space. 

Let this values to inspire you, and 
embrace your home, creating a space 

filled with the most beautiful emotions. 
Welcome to our new brochure.
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Iason
fascinating 
combination of 
walnut’s natural 

colour, and the lacquered 
paint finish.

A

Following the design 
philosophy of the 
bedroom’s furniture, 
Iason drawer is made 
from beech wood 
painted in matt effect 
lacquered varnish, 
while its top is made 
from walnut wood at 
its natural colour. 
It features 3 large 
drawers with  
telescopic  
mechanisms.

The bed’s headboard is 
dressed with natural velvet 

quilted.

bedroom
Iason

ason bedroom is made from Greek 
walnut wood at its natural colour, as 
well as from beech wood painted with 
matt effect lacquered varnish. It con-
sists of a bed sized 1,65χ2,10 Two bed-

side tables sized 0,60χ0,45χ0,60 as well 
as a drawer sized 1,30χ0,90χ0,45 which 
also includes a mirror sized 1,00χ1,00

I

Iason bedside tables are 
made from beech wood 

painted in matt effect 
lacquered varnish. Their 
top is made from Greek 

walnut wood at its natural 
colour. 

  They feature two drawers 
with telescopic  

mechanisms. 
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A set that harmonicaly combines modern with clasic with a unique 
way.

dining room
camelia

CAMELIA table is made from natural walnut 
wood. The table’s top is decorated by a
marquetry of natural ebony wood. 
Its basic dimensions are 1,70x1,00  
there is also a 45cm extension.

CAMELIA cabinet.
At the right side of the cabinet there is a closet with 3 
shelves on the inside, while at the left maintaining the exact 
same design there are 3 drawers with telescopic mecha-
nisms. 
The cabinet’s basic size is 2,10x0,50x0,95, and at its center 
there is a large closet with a wooden door handle 
decorated with glass on its surface. 
The cabinet follows a mirror made from natural walnut 
wood sized 1,10x1,10

camelia

Console CAMELIA
Made from natural walnut wood, CAMELIA console is a furniture that can 
be placed in any wall, of any space offering elegance and practicality as 
well. 
Its basic sizes are 1,20x0,30 and its surface is decorated by a marketry of 
natural ebony wood.KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE
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Timeless & modern
in total balance.

Corner sofa 
MICHEL

Composition and coffee table
CAMELIA
Armchairs

MIRTO

Corner sofa MICHEL

A corner sofa different from the ordinary.
Special design which successfully combines comfort along with elegance.

The basic size of MICHEL sofa is 3,00x2,30
its frame is made from natural beech wood, while the seats are slightly 

quilted.

A marriage of modern and timeless.
CAMELIA composition contains the simplicity adopted to modern furniture, while at the same time emphasizes its timeless 
philosophy with its legs design. CAMELIA composition features a main leg-piece which integrates the TV furniture and the col-
umn. Also by a bar-type storage compartment and a shelf mounted in the wall. The composition’s  basic size is 2,40x0,50x1,95 

and it is made from natural walnut wood. 

Composition CAMELIA

Armchairs
MIRTO

Armchairs MIRTO are made from 
natural beech wood and can be easily 
matched in any space thanks to their 
simple yet elegant design.

Comfort addition.

Coffee table
CAMELIA

Coffee table CAMELIA is made from 
natural walnut wood, and decorated 

by a markettery of ebony wood. 
Its basic dimentions are 

1,20χ0,90

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITUREKONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE
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BEDROOM
KIVOS

Kivos drawer maintains 
the bedside table’s design. 

Its basic dimentions are 
1,20χ0,45χ0,90

            ivos bedroom is made from  
            natural oak wood.
            The bed’s basic dimensions 
are 1,80x2,25 
Right under the mattreses’ frame 
there is a large storage compart-
ment. 
Eight small cubes decorating the 
headboard, which are separated with 
the rest of the headboard by a silver 
painted carving. 
The bedside tables size is 
0,60x0,45x0,50

The bed climaxes from a curve 
which is the leg’s pattern.

K

You can choose the colour 
that expresses you, and we 

will take care for the rest. 
At the top picture you can 
see the bedroom in ‘‘mid-
dle walnut’’ colour, while 

at the bottom picture the 
bedroom is painted at oak’s 

natural colour.

simplicity
harmony
comfort

BEDROOM
KIVOS The squared  

surfaces at KIVOS 
design concept 

harmonically  
joined with curves 

creating a uniquely 
elegant  sum.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE



Rotonda table diameter 1,40m made from natural walnut wood. 
The table’s top is made from Emperador marble from Spain.

There is the option for the top to be 
made from natural wood of your 
choice, fact which gives the flexibility 
to place extension mechanism  for a 
45cm piece.
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table 
rotonda  
ADAM

Spanish marble Emperador.

Rotonda table and marble, 
two timeless symbols of 
high aesthetics starring once 
again. Patina is a paint technique made entirely on hand, 

which gives a special and timeless character to a 
furniture, while emphasizes lovely all its details.A so special techique could not be 

missing from our pallete.

Learn everything regarding the patina technique by 
reading an interesting and full of details article in our 

company BLOG. 
You can read the article by scaning the QR code with 

your smartphone or visit our webpage, 
 www.konstantaras.net/blog.

Apart from the capability of painting all our furniture 
with patina technique, we include an exclusive pati-
nated furniture collection to our range.

A magnificent set of furniture impeccably highlighted by the patina paint.
A dining table sized 1,80x1,00 made from natural walnut wood, as well as a 
cabinet made from walnut wood in basic dimensions 2,10χ0,50χ1,00

HERMES living room consists of a three seater sofa made from 
natural beech wood sized 2,15x0,85. 
A two seater sofa made from natural beech wood sized 1,75x0,85 
A dormeuse made from natural beech wood sized 1,60x0,60, as 
well as a coffee table made from walnut wood sized 1,20x0,80.

Carvings loves patina.
The beauty of the carvings is ideally highlighted 
by the patina paint, boosting the furniture’s 
elegance.

dining room ADONIS

Patina

Living room HERMES

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE

The patinated furniture are ideally 
emphasizing their little details, 

such as carvings, while the 
colour fading creates a wonder-
ful two colour tone on the large 

surfaces.



MANDO

ELLI

ELLI

ARETOUSA

composition

corner sofa

corner sofa

armchair

A multi dimensional piece wich combines a TV furniture and a bookcase without a single compromise MANDO 
composition is made from natural oak and walnut wood, and its dimentions are 3,00x2,05x0,45. When the slid-
ing doors are closed to the center the bookcase is visible,  while when the doors are fully opened the TV space 
is revealed.

A corner sofa with a unique 
personality characterized by 
the simplicity of its design, 
while discreet touches gives it 
a timeless character.

the side table’s 
top is made from 
EMPERADOR 
marble from 
Spain.

MANDOcomposition

coffee table
MANDO 2

Corner sofa made from natural beech 
wood. Instead of arm in one of two cor-
ners, it features a side table made from 
natural oak wood. the side table’s top is 
made from Emperador marble from Spain. 
At the sofa’s forehead there are metallic 
decorative pins. The basic dimensions of the 
sofa are 3,00x2,70. Inside the seat cushions 
there are two layers of feather-comforel mix 
and a foam rubber layer right in the middle, 
combination which gives great comfort to 
the cushion, while maintaining its long term 
durability. Inside the decorative cushions 
there is a separate body filled with a feather-

comforel mix.

Adjust your living room depending your com-
pany and your mood. Elli sofa splits in 3 pieces 
which gives it the flexibility to be adapted in any  

circumstantces.

ELLIcorner sofa
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Usability and high 
aesthetics, with zero 
compromise.

Taking advantage 
every inch of the 
composition. 
We placed 5 small 
shelves at each of 
the furniture’s sides.

MANDO
composition

ARETOUSA
armchair A elegant and at 

the same time a 
highly comfortable 
seat which can be 
adapted in any space, 
made from natural 
beech wood, dressed 
with stainproof- 
waterproof fabric 
quilted.

One table, countless functions. A true ‘‘hospi-
tality station’’ which includes 2 small displays 
over its top, for your precious items that you 
don’t want to loose from your sight. At the ta-
ble’s side there are 2 drawers, while on the oth-
er side there is a large bottles drawer for your 
favourite beverages, but its multi functional 
character does not stop here. 2 small tables, 
and 2 small stools are hiding at each corners. 
Its basic dimensions are 1,20x0,90 and it is 

made from natural walnut wood.



The values of timeless furniture comes 
from its ability to adapt in every space. 
A combination of 2  
different woods, and simple design 
which is  emphasizes by an  
exuberant frame. 
The dining room MANDO.

τραπεζαρία
Μαντώ

Α monastic style 
table made from 
natural walnut wood, 
while the middle of 
the top is decorated 
from a ply of natural 
oak wood. 
Its basic dimentions 
are 2,00χ1,00.

MANDO cabinet is made 
from natural walnut wood. 
Its design gave it an easy 
to use space arrangement, 
with cabinets at each side, 
and drawers in the mid-
dle, the facades of which 
are made from natural oak 
wood. 
The cabinet’s basic size is 
1,95x0,50x0,95 
The cabinet is completed 
by a pair of mirrors made 
from natural oak wood, its 
dimensions are 1,85x1,00.

τραπεζαρίαΜαντώ

A highly 
durable 
telescopic 
mechanism 
hides under 
the table’s 
top a 45cm 
extension.
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An entirely different 
concept, which at the 
same time is so 
practical. 
The corner column 
MANDO is a charm-
ing furniture which 
will help you get the 
most out of your 
space. 
The column is made 
from natural walnut 
wood, while  the 
cabinet doors are 
made from natural 
oak wood. 
Its basic dimensions 
are 1,90χ1,00χ0,45
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THE CLOSET AT THE SPOTLIGHT
The time when a closet is an integral part of the aesthetics of 
a room, returned.
 
We think beyond the hidden in the wall wardrobes, giving 
closet the prestige it deserves. 
Created guided by elegance, and functionality as well, IRIS 
closet stands out from its own, thanks to its imposing design 
and the quality structure. 
It is made from natural wallnut wood, sized 2,40x0,65x2,20 it 
features a rich interior with many compartments, flawlessly 
finihed, capable of storing your precious clothes with the 
proper quality.

The closet’s door handles are made 
from natural cherry wood, and
decorated in rhombus shape.

YOUR WHOLE WORLD FITS IN HERE.

SPACIOUS

ELEGANCE

ORDER

IRIS
BEDROOM

Made in hand from natural walnut 
wood, consists of a bed in basic 
dimentions 1,80x2,25 
Two bedside tables sized 
0,60x0,45x0,50 as well as a drawer 
1,20x0,45x0,90 
accompanied by a mirror sized 
1,00x0,90

The bed’s headboard is decorated 
with artificial leather quilted, although 
you can choose the decoration of 
your choise.

       our room,
       Elegant, quality, but above all, functional.
In other words, IRIS bedroom.

Convenient, not only on sleeptime. 
A mechanism lifts the frame  
revealing an exuberant storage 
compartment, quality made on every 
detail. 
The storage compartment has a 
wooden surface on its bottom, 
finished just right the rest of the bed 
ensuring your items has no contact 
with the floor.

Comfortable at sleep, and durability. 
IRIS bed, just like all our beds, has 
anatomical context.

Υ IRIS
BEDROOM

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE



Composition

Coffee 
Table

Sofa

sofa
The timeless beauty of 
the quilted fabric. 

Artemis

Konos 2

Sofia

Sofia

Sofia sofa consists of a three-seat-
er sofa sized 2,40x1,00 and a two-
seater sofa sized 1,80x1,00 both 
made from natural beech wood. 
The seat cushion is single piece, 
curly at the front side, and it’s filled 
with foam rubber of medium hard-
ness. The decorative cushions are 
filled with feather-comforel mix.

The whole back’s surface, as well as the 
arms are quilted in Sofia Sofa.

The arms are decorated with pins 
dressed with the sofa’s fabric.

Sofia sofa with all of its decorative  
cushions.

Two level coffe table 
made from natural 
walnut wood. It features 
two large drawers. 
At the table’s top there 
are two pieces of natu-
ral oak wood, while at 
the top’s center there is 
a glass window for your 
favourite objects. 
Its basic dimensions are 
1,20x0,80

Composition
Artemis

Coffee 
Table

Konos 2
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A combination of TV 
furniture and column in an 
impressive piece.
The ARTEMIS 
composition is made from 
natural wallnut wood and 
olive root.
Its basic dimentions are 
3,00x2,05x0,50
The timeless
 concept of ARTEMIS 
composition coexist with 
a modern touch. 
A bronze colored  frame 
gives an elegant touch to 
your TV.

On top of ARTEMIS composition is placed a 
piece of olive root, while on 2 little drawers are 

hiding on the TV furniture’s frame.
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ARTEMIS DINING ROOM

ARTEMIS cabinet. 
A unique aesthetics, practical 
furniture that frames the ARTEMIS 
dining table. 
Its basic dimentions are 
2,00x0,50x0,95 
Maintaining the 2 wood philoso-
phy, walnut and olive root, storage 
has now becomes more elegant 
than ever.

Dining table ARTEMIS is 
made from natural walnut 
wood, and olive root at the 
outer side of the top. 
Its basic dimensions are 
1,70x1,00 and comes with 
a 45cm extension which is 
discreetly stored under the 
table’s top without disturb-
ing the design. 
There is always the option 
of making another 45cm  
extension, rising up the 
table’s size to 2,60m.

ARTEMIS DINING ROOM
         timeless set of table and cabinet, which will turn 
         every dinner in a unique experience, giving the 
proper prestige on every special moment.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITUREKONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE
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Light
#101

Armchair
Aretousa

ARETOUSA 
Armchair

A elegant floor lamp that can 
be matched in any place. It is 
made from natural walnut wood, 
and features a dimmer mecha-
nism which can adjust the light 
intensity in order to create the 
perfect lighting conditions for 
each moment. 

Lighting piece
#101

You can forget everything you know about 
bookcases untill now.

TREE
bookcase

A furniture that drops off all the cliches, 
and it is open to anything, either its stor-
age or just decoration.

The TREE is made 
from natural oak 
wood and its sizes are 
1,20χ2,20χ0,30.

Place all your favour-
ite items the way you 
like.
From bottles and 
books, up to anything 
else you could 
possibly think can be 
hosted at the tree’s 
limbs, while its robust 
construction from sol-
id oak wood makes it 
capable to withstand 
heavy loads.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE

A elegant and at the same time a highly comfortable seat which 
can be adapted in any space, made from natural beech wood, 

dressed with stainproof- 
waterproof fabric quilted.



Bedroom

Niovi

Niovi

iovi bed is made from 
natural oak wood. The 
headboard is dressed with 

fabric, and decorated with me-
tallic pins on the edges. Its ba-
sic dimensions are 1,90χ2,30

N

Timeless beauty

Following the bedside table’s design philosophy 
Niovi drawer is made from natural oak wood. It 
features 4 large drawers and 2 smaller ones with 
telescopic mechanism of high durability. Its ba-
sic dimensions are 0,95χ0,45χ1,20 and comes 
with a mirror sized 2,00χ0,70 made from natural 

oak wood.

Niovi bedside tables are made from natural oak 
wood and features 3 drawers with telescopic 
mechanism of high durability. Their basic di-
mensions are 0,60χ0,45χ0,60.
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EBENOS 2
coffee table

FEDRA
composition

A complete composition 
which combines TV 
furniture, shelves, column, 
along with a spacious and 
elegant closet. 
It is made from natural 
walnut wood. 
The doors are made from 
natural oak wood placed 
in fishbone pattern. Its 
basic dimensions are 
2,80χ0,50χ2,00

A very special furniture which 
harmonicaly combines a 
table of 2 levels, and storage 
compartments.
It is made from natural 
walnut wood, while at the top 
surface there are two pieces 
of ebony wood.
Its basic dimensions are 
1,20x0,90.

FEDRA

ARIADNI

composition

corner sofa

A corner sofa defined by its 
simple design, but by exuberant 

presence at the same time. 
The sofa’s frame is made from 

natural beech wood, and its 
basic size is 3,20x2,40.

A truly elegant and comfortable 
armchair made from natural 
beech wood. 
Its compact size makes it 
possible to be easily placed in 
any space without disturbing its 
aesthetics.

ARIADNI
corner sofa

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE
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Discretely 
practical.
3 drawers are 

carefully hiding at 
FEDRA cabinet’s 

frame.

FEDRA cabinet 
is made from 
natural walnut 
wood. 
Its doors are 
made from 
natural oak 
wood placed in 
fishbone  
pattern.

FEDRA

FEDRA
DINING ROOM

The basic attribute 
of FEDRA dining 
room. 
The design pattern 
arround the table is 
continued at the legs 
creating a frame 
concept, which is 
followed at the 
cabinet as well.

FEDRA dining table is made 
from natural walnut wood, 

while its surface is decorated 
by pieces of oak wood place to 

shape a fishbone pattern. 
Its basic dimensions are 

1,70x1,00 while it includes a 
45cm extension.

CHAIR
15/2

Like all our chairs, 
the 15/2 is made 

from natural 
beech wood, 

while the 
backrest’s pattern 
is carved in hand.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE
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BEDROOM

The drawer follows the entire bedroom’s 
furniture pattern, and splits into two parts. 
At the left there are 3 spacious drawers, 
while at the right there is a closet, with 3 
levels at its interior. 
The drawer comes with a mirror sized 
1,00x1,00 which adopts MIRTO’s design 
principle on its top.

The design concept 
of MIRTO bedroom. 
Simple, clean lines 
at the front leg, and 
at the headboard as 
well. 
The same concept 
is followed at the 
rest furniture of the 
bedroom as well.

MIRTO

BEDROOM

at its design and clean lines, is MIRTO 
bedroom’s philosophy.

SIMPLICITY

MIRTO
MIRTO bedroom is made from 
natural oak wood, and consists of a 
bed sized 1,70x2,20 
Two bedside tables sized 
0,60x0,45x0,50 as well as a drawer 
sized 1,20x0,45x0,90 along with a 
mirror sized 1,00x1,00.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITUREKONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE



EBENOS composition

DEMY Living room series
Coffee table ADAM

DEMY 
Sofa

M

DEMY armchair

Make some
atmosphere.

inimal yet elegant design. 
Demy living room consists 
of a three-seater sofa sized 

2,25x0,95 and a two-seater sofa sized 
1,75x0,95 made from natural beech 
wood. At the seat cushions there is 
foam rubber of medium hardness. At 
the back and decorative cushions there 
is a separate body filled with feather-
comforel mix. Optionally the sofa’s 
back can be dressed with quilted fabric. 

Ideal match which completes any living room 
thanks to its minimalistic and elegant de-
sign philosophy. Demy armchair is made 
from natural beech wood and it’s dressed 
with waterproof-stainproof fabric quilted.

Coffee table

Spanish marble
EmperadorCarrara

Italian marble

ADAM

Ebenos 
Composition

A pair of three coffee tables sized 1,30x0,40  1,10x0,40 
and 1,00x0,40 made from natural walnut wood. At 
the tables top is placed marble, while there is al-
ways the option to be made from natural wood of 
your choice. The tables can also be sold separately.

The choice is yours.

You can choose the marble combination you de-
sire for ADAM tables top. You can also choose 
to be made from natural wood of your choice.
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A elegant floor lamp 
that can be matched 
in any place. It is made 
from natural walnut 
wood, and features a 
dimmer mechanism 
which can adjust the 
light intensity in order 
to create the perfect 
lighting conditions 
for each moment. 

Lighting piece
#101

Lighting piece
#101

A very special and complete furniture 
which combines a ‘‘game’’ with wood 
and mirrors. 
The composition cosists of a TV 
furniture sized 1,40x0,50x0,55 
combined with smaller furniture 
sized 0,90x0,50x0,35, a column sized 
2,00x0,70x0,40 aswell as a set of 
storage compartments mounted on 
the wall. 
EBENOS composition is made from 
natural wallnut wood, while at the TV 
set and column doors there is natural 
ebony wood. 
The basic size of the composition is 
 3,00χ0,50χ2,00.

Playing with space 
The composition’s look differs from the usual, 
as its mirrors are giving the space a different 

dimention.

Playing with light. 
Emphasize what you 

love the most with the 
iluminated shelves.

We don’t play with storage. 
Order is necessary in an elegant space. 
That’s why EBENOS composition is suplied with 
many storage compartments.
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Our company is one of the few chairs
 fabricators in Greece. 

In our facilities we have a large variety of 
chairs made from natural beech wood with 
the highest quality and durability standards.

By scanning the code with your smartphone or tablet you 
can see our chairs catalog. 

You can also visit our website to see our chairs collection. 
www.konstantaras.net

Choosing chairs might be 
a tiring process.

The experienced 
stuff at the 
upholstery 

department of 
our factory, 
using high 

quality materi-
als, ensures a 

flawless result.

Inside the seats we 
use foam rubber 6000, 

which is the best of 
both worlds in terms of 

supreme comfort and 
durability. 

Off course, you can 
choose whether your 

set will have foam 
rubber, or latex, and its 

hardness-softness.

Through a large variety of quality fabrics of European 
origin, you can choose the one that is going to dress your 
furniture, whether its fabric, artificial leather, or natural 
leather.

BEAUTY COMES FROM OUR 
INNER WORLD.

SIT COMFORTABLY

The frame on every seat, and sofa we produce is made from 
natural beech wood.

A quality made furniture hides within a whole world of 
technology as a result of development throughout the 

years. 
A world that exists to ensure your comfort and the 

furniture’s longevity.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITUREKONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE

Inside the cushions 
there is a separate 
body filled with a mix of 
feather and comforel. 
This body is also sepa-
rated by cells in order for 
the filling to be evenly 
distributed.



ΕΒΕΝΟΣ
τραπεζαρία

Η γοητεία 
των σκούρων 

αποχρώσεων του 
έβενου, συναντάει 

την διαχρονική αξία 
της καρυδιάς.
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EBENOS cabinet is made from natural walnut wood. The closet doors and the draw-
ers are made from natural ebony wood. 
Its basic dimentions are1,95χ0,50χ0,90 

EBENOS column is made from natural walnut wood. The doors, and 
drawer are made from natural ebony wood. 
Its basic dimensions are 1,90χ1,00χ0,45

Named like the Latin root of the 
word ebony.  
EBENOS dining room like its 
name reveals is made from 
natural ebony wood around the 
top, while the top’s center and, 
the table’s legs are made from 
natural walnut wood. 
Its basic dimensions are 
2,00x1,00. 
A 45cm extension is ‘‘hiding’’ 
under the table. 
We can optionally put another, 
also 45cm extension from the 
other side.

EBENOS
dining room

EBENOS
dining room

the charm of dark 
hues of ebony wood, 

meets the timeless 
value of walnut wood.



ATHINA 
Bedroom

Athina bedroom is made from natural walnut wood. It consists of a bed sized 1,65χ2,25. Two 
bedside tables sized 0,60χ0,45χ0,50 as well as a drawer sized 1,20χ0,45χ0,90 followed by a 

mirror sized 1,00χ0,90.

The drawer of ATHINA bedroom is 
made from natural walnut wood and 
features 4 large drawers with tele-
scopic mechanism of high durability.

A elegant yet practical 
addition that can be 
matched in any space. 
Tamboure is made 
from natural beech 
wood and is dressed 
with artificial leather 
quilted. Its basic size 
is 1,20χ0,60

ATHINA drawers features telescopic mechanism of high  
durability, just like all drawers in our entire furniture range.

Distinctive legs and headboard design 
paired with an elegant metal structure 
creating a stunning result that captures 
the eye.

Tamboure

Tamboure
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ATHINA 
Bedroom



KIDS FURNITURE

We created a 
wonderfull collection 
of high quality 
furniture, with love 
for our little friends.

Scan the code with your 
smartphone or tablet to 
see our kids furniture 
catalog.

Northern suburbs.
Our shop at 94-96 Kifisias avenue 
at Marousi.

Southern suburbs.
Our shop at 128 Alimou avenue at 

Argiroupoli.

Wonderful places of high aesthetics and strong personality 
created for your ultimate service. 
Choose the most convenient for you area and visit one of our 
stores to create along with us your dream space.

Our facilities

Our headquarters. 
Factory and flagship store of 

5000 square meters in total size, 
at Vio.Pa. Keratea.

KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE KONSTANTARAS HANDMADE FURNITURE



Factory-flagship store
Vio.Pa. Keratea

telephone 22990 43017
fax 22990 43027

First branch
128 Alimou avenue Argiroupoli

telephone  210 9613901
Second branch 

94-96 Kifisias avenue Marousi
telephone 210 6127563 

website www.konstantaras.net
email info@konstantaras.net

Social media
www.facebook.com/konstantaras.net

www.twitter.com/konstantaraspan

KONSTANTARAS
HANDMADE
FURNITURE

photography, broschure design 
Konstantaras handmade furniture / 

creative department
 

Interior design  
Stafanos Tsiros


